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                           Subscribe to our newsletter
    
                           Join our subscribers list to get the latest news, updates and special offers delivered directly in your inbox.
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                        The Events & Exhibitions Company for Comprehensive Solutions

                        From ORGANIZING and MANAGING Events to DEVELOPING Infrastructure

                        
                           K AND D Communication Limited (KDCL) understands Events. Especially, how the chemistry of bringing together people and ideas in one place can spark opportunities that ignite growth and prosperity. KDCL has long pursued excellence in all aspects of creating such stimulating platforms and is now offering its all-round expertise to others in the form of turnkey solutions. KDCL aspires to create Events that are eventful, that act as vital catalysts of meetings, interactions and change. KDCL knows what it takes to create such empowering Events.
 
                           Your enabler of growth and prosperity.
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                        The Frontrunner in Expert Turnkey Exhibition Solutions

                        KDCL has played its role in India’s growth story by organizing very successful world class exhibitions like ENGIMACH and IMTOS. For many years, these exhibitions have enabled and energized the growth of the Indian Engineering and Machine Tools industry. KDCL now offers a portfolio of excellent exhibition brands to national and international participants.

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           
                              Organizing

                              KDCL has over 25 years of experience in organizing more than 75 exhibitions all across India. Such depth of experience allows KDCL to build large scale events even from scratch. KDCL is renowned for high quality of service, expertise and stellar infrastructure.

                              

                           

                        

                        
                           
                              Managing

                              Team KDCL offers its services to those who want to outsource the management of 360 degree operations of their large scale events and conventions. The collaborative teamwork of KDCL will ensure intelligent space management, efficient control of macro and micro logistics and ultimately, maximum satisfaction for exhibitors and participants.

                              

                           

                        

                        
                           
                              Developing

                              KDCL is the only Exhibition Company in India to develop a world-class infrastructure for hosting International trade fairs & conferences. Named the Helipad Exhibition Centre (HEC), it is situated in Gandhinagar, the capital of Gujarat. The HEC is the biggest exhibition centre of Gujarat with a total of over 100,000 sq. m. exhibition area. Spread over 45 acres amid a lush, green and peaceful setting, HEC has 13 exhibition halls of 6 varying sizes to suit different needs.
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                              Engimach is a Good Platform to showcase our Products.
                              Festo India Pvt. Ltd.
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                              We are Very happy to be here, Gujarat is a Happening place and Future Automotive hub of India. ENGIMACH is a Great Platform and a right place for companies like us to showcase our products.
                              Wendt India
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                              We are participating in ENGIMACH since 1997. This is the one Company i have seen Growing by LEAPS. we are really happy with the show and congratulate the team for organizing such a wonderful exhibitions.
                              Sparkonix India Pvt. Ltd.
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                              It's a good start after the pandemic. There are many more exhibitions on the line but the response to ENGIMACH 2021 has been very good. We received fantastic opportunities that have generated quality inquiries. A lot of orders have been finalized. It looks like people have been waiting for this exhibition. It has been a 100 percent successful exhibition.
                              I. N. Bhattacharya

                              VP Sales & Marketing, Lakshmi Machine Works Limited
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                              We have been a part of ENGIMACH since 2014. The platform has helped us get business in Gujarat. With their support, we have become an authorized distributor for the Gujarat region. Despite the outspread of Covid-19, ENGIMACH 2021 has an unbelievable customer base and it's more than what we expected. The success of this edition is outmatched.
                              Rajesh Dobaria

                              Director, Tooltech Industries (Korloy India)
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                              We have been participating in all of the exhibitions of K and D Communication since 1997. It's the first exhibition after Covid-19, and we are getting a great response. There's always a quality crowd in KDCL's exhibitions. We got a lot of new customers in ENGIMACH 2021.
                              Rohit Shah

                              CEO, Bhavya Machine Tools
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                              We are one the first to participate in ENGIMACH and have been participating ever since. ENGIMACH 2021 has more visitors than their previous editions. We have generated inquiries from pan India and across the globe. K and D Communication Limited has done a very good job with organising, planning and networking for this event. Their day-to-day updates on the market scenario have also been helpful.
                              Kunal Bhalodia

                              Director, A Innovative International Ltd
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                              It is our first time as an exhibitor in ENGIMACH. Most of the visitors are interested in investing in new machines and have contributed as a quality lead that can be converted in the near future. It has been a good experience interacting with so many buyers.
                              Anil Bhardwaj

                              MD, Yamazaki Mazak India Pvt Ltd
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                              We always participate in all machine tool exhibitions organised by K and D Communication, and the overall experience with IMTOS has been good. Looking forward to more such exhibitions.
                                 Nitin Mehra

                                 Vice President – Sales, Machine Tools (India) Limited
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                              Thanks for creating such a great platform for us. Quite a good number of inquiries have been generated & it has been a great experience with team IMTOS.
                                 Rakesh C. Patel

                                 CEO, Fagor Automation
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                           IMTOS has always been an opportunity for us to explore the market in North India. We have received a good number of inquiries & we are very hopeful to convert them into an actual business. We are happy to be here & will surely participate in the upcoming editions.
                              Dinesh Chaudhary

                              MD, Energy Mission Machineries (India) Pvt. Ltd.
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                              This exhibition was quite exciting for us. We have got a lot of leads and have concluded many of them into business. We are sure of converting many leads into business in the coming days.
                              BATLIBOI LIMITED
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                              The organisation of RMTS is very good. The footfall is impressive and we think this is the right platform where we can display our machines in this region. We can definitely say that this is the best exhibition for machine tools for this part of Gujarat. Visitors are floating not only from this city but nearly from the entire Gujarat and nearby states as well.
                              BHARAT FRITZ WERNER LIMITED
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                              We have participated in almost all shows by K and D Communication. RMTS is one of the shows which is always on our calendar. This is the right platform to invest in and display our technologies in measuring machines. The exhibition is continuously improving edition by edition and getting bigger and better, we will be here in 2022 also.
                              CARL ZEISS INDIA (BANGALORE) PVT. LTD.
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                              Pune Machine Tools Show

                              
                              25-28 April 2024

                              
                                    IND
                                    Pune
                                    Autocluster Exhibition Center, Chinchwad
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                              Rajkot Machine Tools Show 2024

                              25-28 Sep 2024

                              
                              
                                 IND
                                 Rajkot
                                 N.S.I.C. Ground, AJI GIDC
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                              Punjab Machine Tools Show 2024

                              18-21 October 2024

                              
                              
                                    IND
                                    Gujarat
                                    Gandhinagar
                                    Helipad Exhibition Centre
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                        Do get in touch

                        We are eager to provide more information and / or clarify your doubts, if any.

                        Get in touch
                     

                  

               

            

         

         
      
      
	   

      
      
      
      
      
      
         
            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

         

      

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
   